Exacq now integrates with the very popular monitoring station software MASTерMind. Our technologies combined utilize video verification services to receive live video from the Exacq Network Video Recorder when an event occurs, and sends a call to the monitoring station call center.

**Features of the Integration**

- Coordinate incoming alarms with associated video captured at the monitored site
- Readily view live video linked to an incoming alarm
- Select between multiple cameras
- Map video and alarm events
- Record video to the MASTерMind database with a single application
- Utilize PTZ camera features
- Control single or multi-image views

The MASTерMind plugin can be downloaded from Exacq.com and should be installed on all client workstations where the MASTерMind software is installed. This plugin allows video streams from the exacqVision server to be utilized by MASTерMind.

Visit us at [www.Exacq.com](http://www.Exacq.com)
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MASterMind provides consolidation and integration capabilities for multiple security-related systems, including intrusion, digital video, fire detection, and access control. Its integrated design allows the MASterMind database to become the main repository for all security and compliance-related data throughout the entire system. This centralized management provides an enterprise-wide view of relevant activity across the organizational landscape from a single source.

MASterMind includes interfaces and support for common alarm industry receivers and signal format protocols. The MASterMind receiver interface library includes support for over 60 receiver classes and over 100 signal format protocols.

Did you know that Exacq offers other integrations as well? To learn more please visit our website at https://exacq.com/integration/mastermind

About Johnson Controls

Johnson Controls is a global diversified technology and multi-industrial leader serving a wide range of customers in more than 150 countries. Our 120,000 employees create intelligent buildings, efficient energy solutions, integrated infrastructure and next generation transportation systems that work seamlessly together to deliver on the promise of smart cities and communities. Our commitment to sustainability dates back to our roots in 1885, with the invention of the first electric room thermostat. We are committed to helping our customers win and creating greater value for all of our stakeholders through strategic focus on our buildings and energy growth platforms.

For additional information, please visit www.exacq.com or follow us on Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn.